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ABSTRACT

RELATIONAL UNCERTAINTY BETWEEN FRENEMIES IN FORENSICS

Benjamin L. Davis, MA
Department of Communication
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Mary Lynn Henningsen, Director

Intercollegiate forensics competition is a highly complex network of interconnected
individuals. This study proposes that various contextual factors surrounding forensics
competition may influence the communication between friends who compete against each other
on the circuit (“frenemies”). Specifically, this study uses the lens of relational uncertainty to
determine the significance and communicative behaviors of frenemies when faced with
uncertainty-increasing events. Quantitative survey data were collected from 93 participants, in
which they were instructed to complete various sets of scales related to team culture, the types of
uncertainty, uncertainty reducing strategies, and other relational variables. Qualitative data were
also collected from participant responses to an open-ended survey prompt instructing individuals
to describe reasons why they felt the other person was their frenemy. Three general types of
forensics frenemies were found to exist on the circuit: interpersonal frenemies, structural
frenemies, and competition frenemies. Additionally, various significant correlations were found.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Arguably, intercollegiate forensics is one of the most progressive extra-curricular
activities offered in the United States. It is progressive in the sense that it gives students an outlet
to compete in interpretation events, public address, and debate. It could also be considered
progressive for its sense of inclusivity. It is certainly progressive in regard to the content of
competitor speeches that are presented week after week, discussing relevant topics on today’s
pressing issues, including such matters as domestic or international policy, innovations in
technology, science, or healthcare, issues involving economics, societal concerns, and so on.
Forensics can also be seen as progressive because it fosters a community of highly networked
individuals.
Coaches and students form meaningful, interpersonal relationships as they construct
public address or interpretation events, or when they discuss the different methods of prepping a
case plan in a debate. Coaches also create networked relationships with other coaches as they
work collaboratively hosting weekend invitational tournaments together. Students in forensics
build a network of their own. As they attend tournaments and learn to share in both the successes
and failures of their peers and teammates, students build friendships within and between teams.
However, little research exists on how relationships on the forensics circuit are managed.
Therefore, this study examines the communication between forensics students to begin filling
that gap.
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Student competitors are likely to form relationships as a result of repeated interactions
and competitions throughout the speech season. Over the course of several months, often midSeptember to mid-April, student team members may develop feelings of intimacy and closeness
with other competitors, forming a network of friendships on the circuit. They may also develop
feelings of competitiveness with these other individuals, which may then come in direct contrast
with their previously felt closeness. Therefore, knowing when to share in each other’s successes
and failures becomes a crucial element to managing the nature of the forensics friendship.
There are, however, a number of factors within the forensics community that could
influence student friendships in a negative manner. For one, intercollegiate forensics is
positioned within a competitive structure. Students may feel conflicted when having to decide
between celebrating their own (or their team’s) victories, or consoling their friend when he or she
does not do as well. Additionally, because of this competitive nature, forensics competitors are
not only being critiqued by judges who determine their rankings in tournament rounds, but also
by other students. Essentially, competitors learn to “play the game” of forensics by comparing
their presentations and performances to those of other students. Student friendships could also
experience trouble if either friend comes from a team that approaches competition differently
from their own. As with any extracurricular activity involving competition, there are going to be
different intensities of competition among different teams. Essentially, friends in forensics must
learn how to effectively balance being a friend and being a competitor, and the tension that arises
from these situations provides the perfect grounding for “frenemies” to be created.
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Frenemies in Forensics
Urban Dictionary (2007) defines the term “frenemy” as “someone who is both friend and
enemy, a relationship that is both mutually beneficial or dependent while being competitive,
fraught with risk and mistrust.” “Frenemies” is a term applicable in the context of this study
because it could signify a conflicting relationship in which forensics students may often find
themselves. Friendly competitors may find it hard to balance their friendships with others
because of the demanding intercollegiate forensics context. With the added element of
competition, friends in forensics may be unsure when to congratulate each other, when to support
each other in times of failures, or when to celebrate in their own victories they accomplish
individually or with their team. Each of these situations will likely influence the friendship in
some way or another; yet to date, interpersonal scholarship has failed to investigate the notion of
frenemies in this context.
Although scholars have not yet directly investigated frenemies, literature does exist
indirectly in the scholarship on “blended friendships.” According to Bridge and Baxter (1992),
blended friendships are personal relationships that function simultaneously with both personal
and role components (p. 201). They argue that previous research on personal relationships has
disregarded the specific social contexts in which these unique relationships are embedded. They
therefore look at how individuals manage their blended friendships in the context of the
workplace. Not unlike frenemies on the forensics circuit, blended friendships take into account
that individuals in close relationships may often find that managing the relationship gets difficult
when individuals have to balance being a friend and being something else; in this case, a
coworker. Additionally, both blended friendships and frenemies signify that there are a multitude
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of factors that could potentially influence how each person feels about and operates within the
relationship.
If these two terms— “frenemies” and “blended friendships”—are so similar, the
argument needs to be made for why this study chooses to employ the former over the latter. The
answer to this distinction can be found in the context in which this study is focusing. Friendships
that are established in forensics are different from friendships built in workplace settings because
of the overt competition inherently part of the forensics community. At work, employees know
that they are going to receive compensation for their job done, no matter the extent of their
friendliness. There certainly may be competition amongst coworkers to get a pay raise or to be
the one selected for a new position, but this competition is not the sole reason individuals applied
for the job. However, in forensics, competitors are looking to achieve relatively one, common
goal—that of being rewarded with a trophy at the tournament’s concluding awards ceremony.
An additional component of forensics frenemy relationships that is lacking in Bridge and
Baxter’s (1992) definition of blended friendships is the individualistic nature of forensics
individual events (IE) competition. Within a work environment, the conflicts that are potentially
experienced by employees most likely arise from their attempt to balance the dual roles of being
a friend and being a member of the larger work group (i.e., their “role” component). In this
sense, relational tensions would then be the result of both interpersonal differences between the
individuals as well as the more regulative, structural aspects of the business, such as corporate
restrictions and policies. In forensics IE competition, although participants are typically members
of a larger team and have to play by the rules of the larger national organizations, the ultimate
success of an individual at any given tournament is dependent upon their own ability to perform
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their speeches effectively and competently as one competitor. Aside from those IE competitors
who participate in Duo—where competitive success depends on two individuals—the other ten
speech categories are single-person events.
Still, not everyone who attends a forensics tournament will receive tangible recognition
for the amount of work they put into crafting and delivering their speeches. At a typical
tournament, there are usually eleven event trophies (one for each category of speech), as well as
a small number of team and individual sweepstakes trophies. Distinguished and open
acknowledgment only goes to the top speaker in each event, and to the top teams and the top
individuals at the tournament. Just by attending a forensics tournament, students know there is a
competitive end game they are working towards, inherently making the race to receive any
amount of that recognition a fundamental struggle of anyone who participates in the activity.
Although saying that the majority of forensics competitors participate in the activity for
the physical rewards is a rather bold claim, the assumption comes from the fact that the activity
is characteristically competitive. As Burnett, Brand, and Meister (2003) contend, while some in
the community tout the educational benefits of the activity, the discourse surrounding the
community is largely focused on competition. They explain:
“In preparation for tournaments, competitors practice their events with coaches.
Forensics educators refer to themselves as coaches, who prepare competitors, not
students, for weekend-long tournaments that give out awards to top competitors, trophies
to programs that receive sweepstakes points, and qualifier legs to competitors for
national tournaments. While at tournaments, coaches judge competitors providing
critiques on ballots that reflect a competitor’s school code. Ultimately, the judge gives
each competitor rank and rate points. Moreover, a tournament director and a tab room
staff whose sole purpose is to ensure that the tournament is on time and that results are
tabulated correctly, run tournaments.” (p. 16)
Additionally, as Schroeder (1982) puts it, forensics students are generally known for their desire
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to perfect the performance of their events. Therefore, the competition aspect of forensics takes
the managing of the dual roles of both friend and competitor beyond the notion of “blended
friendships” into the context of “frenemies.”
Consequently, this study looks specifically at frenemies in forensics. Because of the
conflicting roles of friend and competitor, frenemy relationships are likely to be troubled by
risky, uncertainty-increasing events. This study examines forensics frenemies within the lens of
relational uncertainty (Knobloch & Solomon, 1999; 2002). This is an effective lens through
which to study frenemies because, as Knobloch and Solomon assert, individuals who experience
uncertainty in a relationship are essentially given the opportunity to use the experience as a way
to learn about and manage their relationship. Because the forensics community fosters the
growth of the previously described network of interconnected relationships, finding out how
competitors manage their friendships with other competitors in the highly dynamic context of
forensics becomes significant and necessary. Arguably, students who compete in forensics are
likely to experience at least some level of uncertainty as they try to balance their friendships with
other competitors.
Overall, this study seeks to determine the sources of relational uncertainty between
frenemies in forensics. In order to do this, a review of the relevant extant literature on forensics
and uncertainty is needed.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In order to understand the unique, complicated nature of frenemies in forensics, two
literatures are reviewed. First, information on intercollegiate forensics is given to provide a
contextual understanding of the community and to gauge the prevalence and significance of
frenemies on the circuit. Next, the basic assumptions of uncertainty reduction theory (Berger &
Calabrese, 1975) and the related literature will be discussed. Finally, Knobloch and Solomon’s
(1999, 2002) work on relational uncertainty will be examined, as it provides the necessary
framework in which forensics frenemies can be appropriately and effectively analyzed.
Intercollegiate forensics has been described in the extant literature as beneficial. One of
these benefits is that forensics can be seen as a laboratory for studying various types of
communication, such as for small groups (Zeuschner, 1992), for organizations (Swanson,
1992b), in mass media (Dreibelbis & Gullifor, 1992), and for interpersonal relationships
(Friedley, 1992). Specifically, Swanson (1992a) explains that forensics programs often provide
“experiential exercises” for students, offering them a way to develop skills to analyze and
synthesize factual information into logical argumentation. Additionally, he states that forensics
gives individuals the opportunity to apply the principles they learn in their specific coursework to
the art of speechmaking.
Over the course of an academic year, students work closely with their coaches to research
relevant topics, write well-supported presentations, and set goals to attend weekend tournaments
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with their team. The “laboratory” perspective of the organization comes from the educational
significance implied by this process, and refers to the various kinds of communication events
that can potentially occur throughout it. Details of the laboratories for studying small group
communication (Zeuschner, 1992), organizational communication (Swanson, 1992b), and
interpersonal communication (Friedley, 1992) will be summarized next.
Laboratory for Small Group Communication
First, Zeuschner (1992) sees forensics as a laboratory for investigating small group
communication. He explains, “Anyone who has been even briefly associated with a forensics
program will be able to sense the small group nature of the activity” (p.58). Zeuschner lists
certain characteristics common to small groups, such as the numbers of the group feel “right,”
members are motivated to remain part of the group, goals are explicitly stated, there is a
hierarchy or some organization of roles, interdependence exists amongst members, and the
members of the group see themselves as part of a larger unit. According to him, forensics teams
function in a much similar way (Zeuschner, 1992).
From the first moment a student signs up to participate in forensics, they know they are
signing up to be a part of a larger team (Zeuschner, 1992). After signing up, and if their interest
for the team remains strong, students begin preparing speeches with a number of coaches, whose
main focus at this time should be to help identify specific goals for the individual. After
sufficient preparation, students should then be ready to attend a weekend tournament where, if
they are competitively successful, they will be rewarded with a small trophy, a certificate, or
some other form of recognition for their hard work at an awards ceremony typically held at the
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end of the tournament.
From this point on, Zeuschner (1992) explains, no matter if students enjoy the
educational benefits of the collaborative speechmaking process or if they are more interested in
the competition and rewards that come from that, the motivation of a student to remain a part of
their forensics team likely takes root after their initial tournament outing. In fact, Paine and
Stanley (2003) note the competitive nature of the activity and the educational aspects of the
organization as two factors that could motivate students to remain in the activity. Aside from
these, Paine and Stanley also list tournament experience, the value of people and relationships,
speaking to others on important subjects, and the opportunity to take risks and express oneself
through specific speaking events as other considerable reasons for members to stay in the
community.
Clearly, forensics teams exhibit nearly all of the same characteristics of small groups
identified by Zeuschner (1992). However, as Zeuschner highlights, what makes forensics teams
different from other types of small groups structured in competitive frameworks (i.e., football
teams, swimming teams, dance groups, etc.), are the communication activities inherently
structured within the community (i.e., debate and individual events). What makes forensics
unique is that through the process of consistent researching, preparing, practicing, competing
with, and listening to of oral presentations on subjects that matter in society, a situation is created
where the continuous analysis of communication behaviors ultimately becomes an intrinsic part
of the community and how it progresses. Zeuschner adds that it is often rare for one single
student to prepare on their own, practice with just one instructor, provide their own
transportation to and from tournaments, and interact with virtually no other person while they are
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there—this kind of person “probably would not last long in the activity” (p. 58).
Undoubtedly, the togetherness afforded by forensics teams serves a crucial role in
classifying them as laboratories for small group communication. Turner (1982) explains that this
togetherness gives group members a foundation for creating unified group norms, which in turn
leads to a distinguished group cultural identification. Though, Cheney and Christensen (2001)
note that the socialization process of an individual into a highly dynamic culture, such as that of
an intercollegiate forensics team, could potentially influence a student’s sense of self or identity.
For example, Croucher, Thornton, and Eckstein (2006) found that students who identify more
with their forensics team generally know more about how the team’s organizational identity and
culture are created. Through the process of establishing group norms and team rituals, student
competitors learn to adapt bits and pieces of their own identities to the larger identity of the team.
Consequently, because team members learn to categorize themselves according to their specific
forensics team in this way, Haslam (2004) argues that this can lead some small groups to believe
they have more improved communication over people outside of the group.
On a more general note, Tajfel, Flament, Billing, and Bundy (1971) found that when
groups interact, they actually prefer to compete and outperform other groups. Rather than work
collectively to maximize success as one, cohesive unit, Tajfel et al. contend that most small
groups define their group’s social identity to purposefully differentiate themselves from other
groups. As a result, group members begin discriminating against others based on these
differences almost instinctively, providing yet another route for frenemies to form. Additionally,
Croucher et al. (2006) discovered that a team member’s motivation to succeed in forensics was
positively correlated with both the extent to which that individual identified with their team and
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the extent to which that student understood their team’s culture. It is reasonable then to assume
that students who are members of and identify with more competitive teams will likely have a
different degree of motivation compared to students coming from more competitively-relaxed
teams. Accordingly, differences in the extent to which friends identify with their program’s
culture could lead to relationships that signify possible frenemies.
The relationships that students form with their peers and coaches on their own teams are
undoubtedly unique. However, depending on the extent of one’s involvement with their own
team in this sense, frenemies could potentially arise between students not only on the same team,
but also between students from opposing teams. No two teams are going to hold the same
viewpoint on how to manage their members within that competitive structure, and no two
students will likely have the same viewpoint on how competitive they choose to be on the circuit.
Students who perceive themselves or their team to operate “better” in this regard will likely form
risky relationships with other students they meet, which could then also lead to student-student
frenemies.
Laboratory for Organizational Communication
Similar to the argument suggesting forensics as a lab for small group communication,
Swanson (1992b) explains that forensics can also be seen as a laboratory for studying
organizational communication. This literature specifically focuses on how intercollegiate
forensics can be described as a network of interdependent relationships. Forensics programs
typically consist of a Director of Forensics, a handful of assistant coaches, and student team
members. As Swanson (1992b) notes, it should be safe to assume that all forensics programs are
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housed in larger academic departments within the college or university, such as a communication
department or speech and theatre department. Communication flows throughout these different
organizational levels to establish the rules and guidelines for how teams and participants can and
should behave. It is through this description that Swanson (1992b) argues the community
qualifies as an organization and can therefore be analyzed as such. Additionally, being that there
are a multitude of forensics programs across the United States, taking them all together creates
an organizational feel to the activity as a whole. Therefore, programs manage their unique
organizational identities not only by establishing rules and guidelines that coincide with the rules
and guidelines provided by the institutions they are housed in, but also by the various national
forensics organizations.
As stated previously, organizational identity has been found to be positively correlated
with a student’s overall motivation to succeed in forensics (Croucher et al., 2006). Croucher,
Long, Meredith, Oommen, and Steele (2009) have examined the extent to which students
actually define their own, personal identities according to their team’s organizational identity.
They found that not only do male competitors identify with their forensics program more than
female participants, but African-American students also identify more with their program than
any other ethnicity. For friends in forensics, the extent to which either friend identifies with their
team’s specific organizational identity is likely another factor potentially leading to possible
frenemies.
Laboratory for Interpersonal Communication
Finally, Friedley (1992) describes the intercollegiate forensics community as a laboratory
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for analyzing communication phenomena interpersonally. She contends, “…long after the
speeches have been delivered and the poems have been interpreted, long after the debate
arguments have been won or lost…the interpersonal communication skills students develop
through participation in this educational activity will prove to be invaluable” (p. 51). While
Friedley mainly focuses on justifying areas to study within the close, interpersonal relationship
often formed between a coach and a student of the same team, this article reveals further
implications essential for the study of frenemies.
Interpersonal communication certainly does not only exist at the level acknowledged by
Friedley (1992), but could also occur between coaches of the same team, between coaches of
different teams, between students of the same team, and between students of opposing teams.
The primary focus in this study is on the latter two relationships—the interpersonal
communication between students of the same team and between students of opposing teams.
Further, this thesis centers on the communication within student friendships specifically, rather
than looking at competitive acquaintances. Friendships in forensics are important to analyze
because those who have been in the community often commend it for being somewhat of a
second family (Williams & Hughes, 2003), albeit a sometimes-dysfunctional family (Hobbs,
Hobbs, Veuleman, & Redding, 2003). As shown through the above review, the relationships one
builds with their teammates and coaches, as well as the relationships they build with teammates
and coaches from other teams, is what the forensics community thrives on. This is why so many
students actually end up remaining in the organization and becoming coaches or judges of the
activity themselves.
Weekend after weekend, students spend countless hours competing with their friends in
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their rounds, passing by them in hallways, and celebrating each other’s achievements. Using
those two words—friends and competition—in the same sentence, however, illustrates some of
the relational complexity of the friends on the circuit. Additionally, aside from the general ethical
and procedural guidelines outlined by the organization’s national standards, there are number of
interpersonal factors that could potentially lead to student frenemies. As touched on above,
students must learn the “ins and outs” of the forensics culture, which includes learning how to
decipher all of the forensics slang (Parrott, 2005), identify and adapt to the culture’s many
“unwritten rules” (Paine, 2005), and how to balance the natural stress and anxiety that comes
from being on a forensics team with one’s own personal health (Littlefield, Sellnow, & Meister,
1994). With all of these routes available for potentially ambiguous communication to occur
between friends in forensics, the management of these close relationships may become tricky.
The following research questions are posed:
RQ1: Are frenemies in forensics more common in teams with a competitive or
educational team culture?
RQ2: Are reasons for why an individual is a frenemy associated with characteristics of
the individual’s forensics team?
One way of examining the extent to which these ambiguous situations have an effect on
friendships in forensics is through the lens of uncertainty (Berger & Calabrese, 1975).
Uncertainty is a useful framework for this study because it identifies moments within
relationships that can potentially alter how partners feel about or communicate with each other.
Analyzing how individuals behave after experiencing uncertainty is another benefit of looking at
friendships through this lens. As explained above, friends in forensics are likely to experience
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uncertainty due to the demands of the community The next portion of the literature review
focuses on explaining the framework of uncertainty provided by Berger and Calabrese (1975)
and Knobloch and Solomon (1999; 2002), which will be used as the primary theoretical
framework for this study.
Uncertainty
Berger and Calabrese (1975) initially constructed uncertainty reduction theory (URT) to
explain interpersonal communication in initial interactions between strangers. They argued that
when two strangers come in contact with each other, uncertainty is generally high. Therefore,
both partners will enact certain uncertainty-reducing behaviors, or information-seeking
strategies, to not only reduce the extent to which they feel some level of vagueness about the
interaction, but to also increase their own level of predictability about how the rest of interaction
will unfold. Uncertainty, then, exists when there are a number ways in which individuals
participating in the interaction might think and behave.
Uncertainty Reducing Behaviors
An initial assumption of Berger and Calabrese’s (1975) uncertainty reduction theory is
that after experiencing uncertainty, individuals will enact certain uncertainty-reducing behaviors
to increase their level of predictability about how the rest of the interaction will go. Expanding
on this idea, Berger (1979) identified three distinct types of information-seeking strategies
individuals can enact to reduce uncertainty about a stranger: passive, active, and interactive.
Passive strategies consist of behaviors on the part of the information-seeking individual to
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observe how the stranger behaves in the presence of others (Berger, 1979). Active strategies
indicate behaviors that seek information from third parties or that attempt to influence some part
of the target’s environment to note any changes in the target’s behavior (Berger, 1979). Lastly,
interactive strategies involve information-seeking by means of direct conversation with the target
(Berger, 1979). These behaviors could include questioning the individual, intentionally straying
from traditional social rules of interaction to observe how they respond, or self-disclosing to
them in an attempt to stimulate reciprocal communication.
Additionally, Ramirez, Walther, Burgoon, and Sunnafrank (2002) have classified a fourth
type of information-seeking behavior they term as “extractive” strategies. This type of
information-seeking strategy takes into consideration the increasing amount of technology that
has become available for people to use when managing their relationships. Extractive strategies,
therefore, include finding out information about a target individual through online resources.
Ramirez et al. (2002) explain that any of these information-seeking behaviors should not be seen
as exclusive, but rather that they are “interconnected and represent an underlying dimension of
directness” (p. 221). Consequently, they place passive strategies on one end, classifying these
behaviors as the least direct (indirect) method of achieving information from others, and
interactive strategies on the other end, representing the most direct information-seeking
behaviors. Active and extractive strategies fall somewhere in between.
However, other research on organizational uncertainty argues that the use of any
uncertainty reducing strategy is dependent on an individual’s motivation to reduce that
uncertainty (Kramer, 1999). Kramer highlights four separate reasons an organizational member
could have low motivation to reduce uncertainty. First, he explains that people do not experience
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uncertainty in every situation in which they find themselves. Individuals who are experienced in
a particular situation will surely not have as much uncertainty about the interaction as would a
newcomer to the environment. For the veteran individual, the motivation to seek information or
reduce uncertainty in this situation would be unnecessary.
Second, Kramer (1999) notes that the negative association to uncertainty is faulty. For
some, uncertainty may be seen as positive and of no concern, while others may view uncertainty
as completely intolerable. He gives the example of frequently changing management at an
organization. The employee accustomed to consistent modifications in this sense would see the
changes as normal for the organization, while the employee sensitive to uncertainty would
hesitate after even the slightest alteration to their daily routine.
Kramer (1999) further explains that some individuals can create a tolerance for
uncertainty, which serves as the basis for arguing his third motivation. Some situations of
uncertainty are likely irrelevant to some individuals and to some relationships. He offers the
example of a store clerk and the short-term relationship that can exist between them and a
customer. If a customer seems a bit eccentric, the worker assisting him or her could choose to
tolerate the uncertainty of how the rest of the interaction will go because of the limited amount of
time they know they will be in the presence of that other person. Because the customer in this
situation would not provide any benefit for the employee as a result of the interaction, the
employee may not be motivated to continue the communication. Similarly, Afifi and Burgoon
(1998) extended this idea of tolerating uncertainty into dating relationships and found that
individuals allow a certain level of uncertainty if they expect the information they will receive
after attempting to reduce the uncertainty will be undesirable.
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Finally, Kramer (1999) asserts that individuals can create certainty about someone or
something by placing them into a classification system or a specific stereotype. Individuals can
also make causal relationships between the source of uncertainty and a trait of the target
individual or to the situation from which the uncertainty came. Kramer clarifies that although
this process may seem damaging in a way, it does create an “impression of certainty” for the
information-seeking individual. In turn, these associations then determine a person’s motivation
to seek further information or not, and brings to light the idea that uncertainty can serve a
prominent role in intimate relationships.
In all, uncertainty-reducing behaviors help individuals manage their relationships after
experiencing uncertainty. This research suggests that when friends experience uncertainty on the
forensics circuit, they will try to reduce uncertainty in a similar way. Managing the relationship
between frenemies after an uncertainty-increasing event will likely define whether or not the
future of the friendship remains intact.
Uncertainty in Ongoing Relationships
Because uncertainty in any interaction could potentially contribute to more long-term
relational turbulence (Solomon & Knobloch, 2004), URT has also been expanded outside of the
initial interactions of strangers into ongoing relationships.
Emmers and Canary (1996) analyzed the effect of uncertainty reducing strategies on
relationship repair in heterosexual couples. They argued that the use of uncertainty reducing
strategies after a negative relational event would relate to relational repair. Accordingly, they
found that after an instance of uncertainty, both partners perceived the other to first use
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interactive strategies to reduce the uncertainty. Active strategies were used second, followed by
passive strategies, and finally, what they identified as “uncertainty acceptance,” or managing the
uncertainty by simply dismissing it altogether. In this regard, both passive uncertainty reducing
strategies and the acceptance of the uncertainty would be at one end of the spectrum and
interactive strategies would be at the other. Additionally, the use of more indirect strategies was
related to a lower assessment, as well as a lower estimate of their partner’s assessment, of the
extent to which the relationship was repaired. However, the use of uncertainty reducing
strategies to repair a relationship, as opposed to not using any strategy at all, was positively
related with higher levels of relational intimacy (Emmers & Canary, 1996).
Uncertainty in Close Relationships
Knobloch and Solomon (1999; 2002) have further expanded uncertainty reduction into
close, intimate relationships. Specifically looking at uncertainty in romantic relationships, they
identify three potential sources from which uncertainty can arise: self, partner, and relationship.
First, self uncertainty occurs when individuals are unable to describe or predict their own
behavior or attitude about the relationship (Knobloch & Solomon, 1999). Uncertainty is created
when the interaction does not match up with how a person thought or intended it would go. An
individual could also have partner uncertainty about the behaviors and attitude of the other
individual in the relationship. This second type of uncertainty arises when someone believes they
hold inadequate information about the other’s personal attitudes, values, and preferences
(Knobloch & Solomon, 1999). Finally, a third source of uncertainty in intimate associations is
termed relationship uncertainty. Knobloch and Solomon (1999) explain that, distinctly different
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from self or partner uncertainty, relationship uncertainty occurs when there is hesitation about
the nature of the relationship, or when there is a perceived imbalance in the exchange of
information that occurs between partners. Therefore, as self and partner uncertainty include
doubts on specific individuals in a relationship, relationship uncertainty pertains to the
hesitations felt about the definition and future of the relationship. Taken together, self, partner,
and relationship uncertainty comprise the more general concept of relational uncertainty
(Knobloch & Solomon, 1999).
Although Knobloch and Solomon (1999) mainly focus on romantic couples to define
these terms, these same sources of relational uncertainty may also exist in frenemies that are
formed in forensics. Students involved in a forensics friendship could potentially feel uncertain
about their own participation in the relationship, their friend’s involvement in the relationship, or
about the nature of the relationship in general. This project attempts to empirically validate
relational uncertainty in forensics frenemies.
Knobloch and Solomon (2002) argue that relational uncertainty in intimate relationships
is not always negative, and could actually result in either an increase or decrease in uncertainty
about the relationship. Knobloch and Solomon (2002) note that on one end of the spectrum,
uncertainty can coincide with other relational factors such as decreased liking (Gudykunst, 1985;
Kellermann & Reynolds, 1990), reduced attraction (Gudykunst, 1985; Gudykunst, Yang, &
Nishida, 1985), heightened feelings of jealousy (Afifi & Reichert, 1996; Knobloch, Solomon, &
Cruz, 2001), predominantly negative emotions (Knobloch & Solomon, 2003; Planalp &
Honeycutt, 1985), and relationship termination (Planalp & Honeycutt, 1985; Planalp, Rutherford,
& Honeycutt, 1988; Siegert & Stamp, 1994). On the oppososite side, relational uncertainty could
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encourage feelings of excitement or romance (Baxter & Montgomery, 1996; Livingston, 1980)
and could also help fight perceptions of boredom that could lead to relationship termination
(Baxter, 1986; Cody, 1982). In this regard, relational uncertainty can both provide individuals
the opportunity to resolve doubts within a relationship while also reaffirm partner commitment to
the relationship.
Friends in forensics are likely to experience relational uncertainty in a similar way to
romantic couples. Frenemies could experience self, partner, or relationship uncertainty due to
certain conflicts that arise in their interactions with the each other. Additionally, the demands
that are placed on students to fully immerse themselves into the forensics culture are likely going
to put added tension on how friends manage their relationships within the community. Knobloch
and Solomon (2002) note, however, that uncertainty should not be seen as an exclusively
negative experience. In some situations, uncertainty may be used as a tool for friends to manage
their relationships, rather than seen as a reason for the friendship to be terminated. To gauge
whether an individual’s perceived severity of the negative relational event influence the extent to
which they feel a specific degree of self, partner, or relationship uncertainty, the following
research question is offered:
RQ3: Does the severity of the negative relational event correspond to the reported
degrees of self, partner, and relationship uncertainty?
As soon as an individual feels uncertain about any aspect of their friendship, it essentially
comes down to their use of a number of uncertainty-reducing strategies what will determine how
the future of the friendship will pan out.
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Factors that Influence Uncertainty Reduction in Close Relationships
Aside from the motivations to seek information outlined by Kramer (1999), Knobloch and
Solomon (2002) pinpoint three factors that could influence information-seeking behaviors within
intimate relationships specifically. These factors include relationship intimacy, power, and
expected information valence. Knobloch and Solomon (2002) define relationship intimacy as the
closeness and interdependence partners feel for each other in a relationship, and argue that
partners in relationships characterized by high levels of intimacy will be more likely to enact
direct information-seeking strategies when faced with uncertainty.
Power also plays a role in motivating relational partners to reduce uncertainty (Knobloch
& Solomon, 2002). Unlike intimacy, an individual’s power in a relationship could have opposite
consequences for information-seekers. Knobloch and Solomon (2002) explain that when
confronted with relational uncertainty, partners may feel less inclined to seek information, or
even express the uncertainty they do feel, when they perceive their partner to be more powerful
than them. Therefore, Knobloch and Solomon contend that people will use direct informationseeking strategies when they perceive their partner to be lacking power. In turn, if individuals
use indirect or more passive information-seeking tactics when interacting with a powerful
partner, Knobloch and Solomon (2002) justify that that individual will “gain a measure of
protection from discovering negative information” (p.252). It should be apparent that power
dynamics serve a crucial role in close, interpersonal relationships, and have implications for
protecting both powerful and powerless partners in situations of relational uncertainty.
Knobloch and Solomon (2002) list information expectancies as the final factor that could
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influence a person’s motivation to reduce uncertainty. Essentially, after experiencing uncertainty,
individuals will base the directness of their information-seeking behaviors on whether or not they
anticipate the information will be desirable. Knobloch and Solomon (2002) explain that these
expectancies are formed from each partners’ experiences with past relationships; therefore, the
expectancies of one person are likely going to be different from those of another person.
Knobloch and Solomon (2002) further justify, however, that relational partners seem to engage
in more direct information-seeking when they expect the outcome to be rewarding and less direct
strategies when they believe the resulting information will be unfavorable.
Clearly, the motivation of an individual to enact information-seeking strategies or
uncertainty-reducing behaviors depends on a number of factors. Outside of intimate relationships
in the romantic sense, intimacy, power, and expected information valence are three factors that
could potentially influence the motivation of frenemies to reduce, or not to reduce, their
uncertainty in the friendship. Therefore, the following two research question are presented:
RQ4: Is relational uncertainty associated with the use of uncertainty reducing strategies
of forensics frenemies?
RQ5: Is relational uncertainty associated with power, intimacy, and expected information
valence in forensics frenemies?
RQ6: Are uncertainty reducing strategies associated with power, intimacy, and expected
information valence for forensics frenemies?

CHAPTER 3
METHOD
The goals of this study were to determine what types of events result in frenemies on the
forensics circuit and to examine the different types of uncertainty reducing behaviors individuals
enact to maintain these friendships. The following chapter describes the procedures and
methodology used for data collection in this study.
Participants
The participant pool (N = 93) included 44.1% males and 53.8% females. Two individuals
selected ‘other’ to the sex demographic question. The mean age of participants was 23.56 years
(SD = 7.46; Range: 18-62). The majority of the sample (79%) was white/Caucasian, 18% was
black/African American, 1% was Hispanic/Latino/Latina, 1% was Filipino, Asian, and Native
American combined, and 1% selected ‘other’ or did not answer the question. The majority of
participants (N = 76) either currently compete or have previously competed on the four-year
circuit, 6 participants compete or have competed for the two-year circuit, and 11 participants did
not answer this question.
Participants selected a range of individual events in which they have competed. Out of
the total 93 participants, 53 individuals reported having competed in Prose (60.2%), 34 in Poetry
(36.6%), 50 in Duo (53.8%), 42 in Dramatic Interpretation (DI; 45.2%), 25 in Program Oral
Interpretation (POI; 26.9%), 42 in Extemporaneous Speaking (45.2%), 51 in Impromptu
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(54.8%), 50 in Informative (53.8%), 44 in After-Dinner Speaking (ADS; 47.3%), 43 in
Communication Analysis/Rhetorical Criticism (CA; 46.2%), and 46 in Persuasion (49.5%).
Recruitment
Participation in the study was voluntary. Recruiting statements were sent through the IEL, a listerv commonly used by members of the individual events (IE) forensics community, and
were posted in various locations on Facebook. The IE-L is operated by Dan Cronn-Mills out of
Minnesota State University-Mankato and provides community members and subscribers a
centralized location to easily post tournament invitations, job listings, organizational concerns,
participant calls, etc. No special permission was required to post recruiting materials for this
study. On Facebook, recruiting statements were posted both on the researcher’s own profile, as
well as in a number of groups consisting of large numbers of forensics community members.
Specifically, public/open groups for alumni and friends of various teams and groups associated
with the national forensics organizations were used.
Initially, only students who competed during the 2015-2016 season were recruited and
asked to complete the survey. However, for fear of a lack of responses needed to validate
measures, recruitment was opened up to previous individual events competitors. After a week of
recruiting, most participants reported being current IE participants.
Procedure
An online survey was used for data collection in this study. Participants were directed to
the survey through a link provided in the recruiting materials. The survey consisted of various
open-ended questions about individuals’ experiences with their frenemy and a number of closed-
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ended scales measuring variables associated with relational uncertainty.
The survey was divided into four sections. After agreeing to consent information and
reading a general description of the goals of the study, the first section of the survey sought to
measure variables associated with the demographics of participants, their team culture, and the
extent to which they identify with that culture. The second section of the survey was focused on
gauging the significance of the relationship the individual has with their frenemy. The third
section measured relational uncertainty factors, and the final section addressed participants’
usage of uncertainty reducing behaviors (see Appendix A).
The survey took participants about twenty to thirty minutes to complete. At the end of the
survey, participants were thanked and directed to a separate survey page where they could enter
their email address to enter to win one of three gift cards. After data collection, three email
addresses were randomly selected and the gift cards were mailed to them accordingly.
Measures
Team Culture
Three scales were developed for this study to assess competitor team culture: the
competitiveness of the team, the educational focus of the team, and the friendliness/family-ness
of the team. One other scale was created to measure an individual’s identification with their
team. All of these scales were 7-point, Likert items (1 = Strongly disagree, 7 = Strongly Agree).
Competitiveness of the team (e.g., “My forensics team is focused on the competitiveness
of the team”) was measured with three items (α = .86, M = 5.45, SD = 1.23). The scale
measuring the educational focus of the team (e.g., “My team focuses on the education nature of
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forensics”) consisted of three items (α = .91, M = 5.92, SD = 1.22). The friendliness/familyness of the team (e.g., “I think of my teams as friends/family”) was measured with three items (α
= .92, M = 5.67, SD = 1.29). Lastly, an individual’s identification with their team (e.g., “It’s
important to me to feel like a part of the team”) was measured with four items (α = .84, M =
5.94, SD = 1.10). These scales were all reliable.
Significance of Frenemy Relationship
To gauge the relational significance a person has with their frenemy, one scale was
developed for this study. Specifically, the frequency of frenemies (e.g., “I’ve had a lot of
forensics frenemy relationships”) was measured with two, 7-point Likert items (α = .92, M =
4.14, SD = 1.79; 1= Strongly disagree, 7 = Strongly agree). This scale was reliable.
Participants were also given an open-ended prompt in this section of survey, in which
they were asked to provide an example of why they believed this other person to be their
frenemy. This question aimed to understand what types of frenemies, if any, individuals report
having on the intercollegiate forensics circuit.
Relational Uncertainty
Measuring specific variables of relational uncertainty required a set of scales to be
adapted from the previous relational uncertainty research. In particular, Knobloch and Solomon
(2002) asked participants to rate the extent to which the negative relational event created
uncertainty for that individual, in addition to having participants rate the perceived severity of
the event. Further, Knobloch and Solomon’s (1999) measures for self, partner, and relationship
uncertainty were also adapted for use in the context of this study. These adapted measures would
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hopefully prove effective for gauging what type of events create uncertainty for friends who
compete against each other in forensics. A total of seventeen items comprised six, 7-point Likert
scales (1 = Strongly disagree, 7 = Strongly agree).
The extent to which the event created uncertainty (e.g., “The event that occurred with my
frenemy made me less certain about the relationship”) was measured with two items (α = .94, M
= 4.91, SD = 1.68). The perceived severity of the event (e.g., “The event that happened with my
frenemy was serious”) was measured with two items (α = .93, M = 3.56, SD = 1.83).
Relationship uncertainty (e.g., “After the negative event, I was certain about the relationship I
had with my frenemy”) was measured with four items (α = .98, M = 4.24, SD = 1.74). Self
uncertainty (e.g., “After the negative event, I did not want to be in a relationship with my
frenemy”) was measured with three items (α = .84, M = 3.96, SD = 1.71). Finally, partner
uncertainty (e.g., “My frenemy was certain about the nature of our relationship after the negative
event”) was measured with four items (α = .92, M = 4.22, SD = 1.42). These scales were all
reliable.
Uncertainty Reducing Behaviors
Kramer (1999), Berger (1979), Ramirez et al. (2002), and Knobloch and Solomon (2002)
provided a base for the scales in this section measuring an individual’s tolerance for uncertainty,
motivation to reduce uncertainty, and their likelihood of enacting any of the four previously
identified uncertainty reducing strategies (passive, active, extractive, interactive). Knobloch and
Solomon’s (2002) measures for power, intimacy, and expected positive information valence
were also adapted and used for this study. All of these scales were 7-point, Likert ratings (1 =
Strongly disagree, 7 = Strongly agree).
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Each of the four uncertainty reducing strategies identified by Berger (1979) and
Ramirez et al. (2002) were measured on separate scales. Passive strategies (e.g., “After the
negative event with my frenemy, I observed what the other person did in the presence of others”)
were measured with two items (α = .94, M = 5.34, SD = 1.57). Active strategies (e.g., “After the
negative event with my frenemy, I talked with mutual friends to make sense of the event”) were
measured with two items (α = .87, M = 4.98, SD = 1.80). Extractive strategies (e.g., “After the
negative event with my frenemy, I used information I obtained online to make sense of the
event”) were measured with two items (α = .97, M = 2.77, SD = 1.95). Lastly, interactive
strategies (e.g., “After the negative event with my frenemy, I talked with my frenemy to make
sense of the event”) were measured with two items (α = .97, M = 3.07, SD = 2.00). All of these
scales were also reliable.
Adapted items to measure Knobloch and Solomon’s (2002) power, intimacy, and
expected positive information valence variables were used. An individual’s perceived power
(e.g., “After the negative event, I felt I had a lot of power/control in the relationship with my
frenemy”) was measured with four items (α = .96, M = 3.72, SD = 1.57). Intimacy (e.g., “After
the negative event, I felt emotionally close to my frenemy”) was measured with three items (α =
.94, M = 2.93, SD = 1.78). Finally, expected positive information valence (e.g., “I assumed, after
the negative event, that I would learn positive information about my frenemy’s behavior”) was
measured with two items (α = .99, M = 3.64, SD = 1.26). All of these scales were reliable. Table
1 represents the scale means and standard deviations for all measures.
Coding
One of the primary goals of this study was to determine what caused individuals to
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become frenemies. Responses to an open-ended prompt about why the other person is the
respondents’ frenemy were inductively coded. The prompt instructed respondents to think of and
provide an example of why they thought they were in a frenemy relationship with another
individual.
Table 1
Scale Means and Standard Deviations
Measure
Competitiveness of team
Educational focus of team
Friendliness/family-ness of team
Identification with team
Frequency of frenemies
Closeness
Satisfaction
Importance to social network
Relationship more important to me
Relationship more important to frenemy
Event created uncertainty
Severity of event
Relationship uncertainty
Self uncertainty
Partner uncertainty
Passive strategies
Active strategies
Extractive strategies
Interactive strategies
Power
Intimacy
Expected information valence

M
5.45
5.92
5.67
5.94
4.14
3.60
4.27
3.17
3.38
3.47
4.91
3.56
4.24
3.96
4.22
5.34
4.98
2.77
3.07
3.72
2.93
3.64

SD
1.23
1.22
1.29
1.10
1.79
1.85
1.70
1.56
1.41
1.38
1.68
1.83
1.74
1.71
1.42
1.57
1.80
1.95
2.00
1.57
1.78
1.26

One coder, the main investigator for this study, read each response (N = 74) and made
note of similar reasons individuals gave for why they believed that they were in a frenemy
relationship. Four categories were derived from this process: interpersonal reasons, structural
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reasons, competitive reasons, and an ‘Other’ category for responses indicating they did not
have a frenemy or ones that reported on a frenemy relationship with their Debate or Duo partner.
Additional details of the coding categories are provided in the results section.
A second coder was trained to categorize the responses in the four categories derived by
the first coder. The coders had excellent percentage agreement, 93%. The coding was reliable,
κ = .90.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
The goal of this study was to understand how friends communicate with each other in the
dynamic context of intercollegiate forensics competition. In this chapter, results are provided to
address the research questions of the study.
Research Question 1
Research question one asked to what extent the frequency of having frenemies is related
to more competitive or educational team cultures. Data was analyzed through a correlation
analyses and no significant relationships were found between the frequency of frenemies and
characteristics of team culture. Specifically, the frequency of having a frenemy relationship is
not associated with the competitiveness of a team’s culture, the educational focus of a team’s
culture, or an individual’s perception of their team’s friendliness/family-ness nor their
identification with their team. Table 2 reports the correlations for these variables in relation to
the reported frequency of frenemies.
Interestingly, however, there were statistically significant, positive relationships found
between the extent to which individuals perceived their team’s culture to be more focused on
education and their team cultures’ friendliness/family-ness (r = .38, p < .001), as well as between
individuals’ perceptions of an educational team climate and their identification with their team
(r = .46, p < .001). Specifically, the more individuals felt their team to be focused on the
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educational aspects of forensics, the more they thought of their team as friends/family and the
more they felt like a part of the team.
Table 2
Correlations of Frequency of Frenemies with Team Culture

Measure
Competitiveness of team culture
Educational focus of team culture
Friendliness/family-ness of team
Identification with team
† = p > .05 but < .10

Frequency of Frenemies
r
p
.19†
.06
-.02
.83
-.04
.73
.05
.63

Research Question 2
The second research question sought to determine what reasons individuals give for
having a frenemy in forensics. Four categories were inductively derived from participant
responses according to similar reasons they gave for why they believed the other person to be
their frenemy: interpersonal, structural, competition, and an ‘other’ category.
The category of interpersonal frenemies was determined by responses that included
reasons associated with aspects of the individual’s or the frenemy’s personality, or because of
certain perceptions/feelings about each other (e.g., “We are friends but still very competitive
towards each other”). Structural frenemies were defined by responses that referenced having
similar literature, competing in the same event, or competing in the same tournament round as
the frenemy (e.g., “We participate in the same interp events, so when we directly compete, we
are very serious and competitive”). Also in this category were reasons that noted team changes
(i.e., previously teammates, now competitors, or vise versa) and holding one’s own team in high
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regard as reasons for having the frenemy. The third category of competition frenemies was
determined by responses that described direct competitive success over the other (e.g., “This
person competed in the same events as I and he and I would go back and forth in winning first
and second”). Finally, an other category was derived for responses that referenced relationships
with Duo and Debate partners, or for individuals who reported they did not have a frenemy.
In order to determine if the reasons individuals gave for having a frenemy were
associated with the variables of team culture, a series of one-way ANOVAs were conducted.
The ANOVA between the types of frenemies on the competitiveness of the team was not
statistically significant, F (3, 63) = 0.56, p = .64. The people who reported interpersonal reasons
for having a frenemy, M = 5.12, SD = 1.21, structural reasons for having a frenemy, M = 5.63.
SD = 1.46, competition reasons for having a frenemy, M = 5.39, SD = 1.49, and other reasons, M
= 5.22, SD = 0.51, reported similar levels of team culture competitiveness.
The ANOVA between the types of frenemies and the educational focus of the team was
also not statistically significant, F (3, 63) = 0.66, p = .58. Individuals who reported interpersonal
reasons for having a frenemy, M = 5.89, SD = 1.11, structural reasons for having a frenemy, M =
5.72, SD = 1.22, competition reasons for having a frenemy, M = 5.98, SD = 1.15, and other
reasons, M = 6.67, SD = .58, reported similar levels of team culture educational focus.
The ANOVA between the types of frenemies and the friendliness/family-ness of the team
was not statistically significant, F (3, 60) = 0.43, p = .73. Participants who reported interpersonal
reasons for having a frenemy, M = 5.72, SD = 1.23, structural reasons for having a frenemy, M =
5.69, SD = 1.31, competition reasons for having a frenemy, M = 5.67, SD = 1.12, and other
reasons, M = 4.89, SD = 0.51, were similar in their ratings of the friendliness/family-ness of their
team cultures.
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An ANOVA between the types of frenemies and an individual’s identification with their
team was conducted and was also not statistically significant, F (3, 62) = 0.35, p = .79. Those
who gave interpersonal reasons for having a frenemy, M = 5.88, SD = 1.67, structural reasons for
having a frenemy, M = 5.93, SD = .93, and competition reasons for having a frenemy, M = 6.16,
SD = .91, reported similar levels of the extent of their identification with their team.
One final ANOVA was calculated between the types of frenemies on the reported
frequency of frenemy relationships. This ANOVA was not statistically significant, F (3, 62) =
1.60, p = .20. Individuals who reported interpersonal reasons for having a frenemy, M = 4.26, SD
= 1.70, structural reasons for having a frenemy, M = 3.93, SD = 1.72, competition reasons for
having a frenemy, M = 5.06, SD = 1.85, and other reasons for having a frenemy, M = 3.33, SD =
2.31, reported similar frequencies in the amount of frenemy relationships they have experienced.
Overall, findings to research question two suggest individuals have different reasons for having a
frenemy in forensics. Further, none of the reasons given were associated with any aspect of team
culture.
Research Question 3
Research question three asked to what extent the severity of the negative relational events
described by participants was associated with the reported degrees of self, partner, and
relationship uncertainty. A correlational analysis was conducted and the only statistically
significant finding was a positive association between the reported severity of the event and self
uncertainty (r = .48, p < .001). Specifically, as the severity of the negative relational event
increases, so too does the degree to which an individual feels uncertain about their own
involvement in the relationship. All other associations between event severity and either
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relationship or partner uncertainty were not statistically significant. Table 3 reports these
findings.
Table 3
Correlations of Event Severity with Types of Uncertainty
Severity of Event
Type of Uncertainty
Relationship
Partner
Self
* = Significant (p < 0.5)

r
-.06
.01
.48*

p
.67
.97
.001

Research Question 4
Research question four asked whether any of the reported uncertainty reducing strategies
individuals reported enacting after the negative relational event were related to any of the three
types of relational uncertainty. Data were analyzed through correlation analyses.
The analyses demonstrated there were positive correlations between the reported amount
of self uncertainty and initiating both passive (r = .49, p < .001) and active (r = .55, p < .001)
uncertainty reducing behaviors. Essentially, individuals who felt more uncertain about their
involvement in the relationship after the negative event either observed their partner’s behavior
in the presence of others or talked to others about their frenemy’s behavior in order to reduce
their uncertainty. There was also a negative correlation found between the reported amount of
partner uncertainty and extractive strategies (r = -.32, p = .02). In other words, the more
individuals felt unsure about their partner’s involvement in the relationship after the negative
event, the less they looked up information about their frenemy online to reduce their uncertainty.
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Finally, there was a positive association between the reported amount of partner uncertainty and
interactive uncertainty reducing strategies. However, the correlation did not meet, conventional
limits for statistical significance (r = .25, p = .08). This last finding could suggest that as
uncertainty increases about the frenemy’s involvement in the relationship, the more individuals
will talk directly with their frenemy to reduce their uncertainty. No other statistically significant
correlations were found. All of these findings are reported in Table 4.
Table 4
Correlations of Types of Uncertainty with Uncertainty Reducing Strategies
Types of Uncertainty
Uncertainty Reducing
Strategies
Passive
Active
Extractive
Interactive

Relationship

Partner

Self

r = .01
p = .98
r = .17
p = .25
r = .03
p = .84
r = -.01
p = .97

r = -.10
p = .50
r = .01
p = .95
r = -.32*
p = .02
r = .25†
p = .08

r = .49*
p < .001
r = .55*
p < .001
r = .19
p = .19
r = -.03
p = .86

* = Significant (p < 0.5)
† = p > 0.5 but < .10
Research Question 5
The fifth research question asked to what extent the relational variables of power,
intimacy, and expected information valence influenced the type of uncertainty reported by
individuals. Correlational analyses were conducted between each type of uncertainty (i.e.,
relationship, partner, self) and each of the variables predicted to influence uncertainty (i.e.,
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power, intimacy, and expected information valence). There were only two statistically significant
associations found.
Specifically, there was a positive correlation between relationship uncertainty and an
individual’s perceived power in the relationship (r = .36, p = .01) after the negative event
occurred. In other words, when individuals felt more unsure about their relationship with their
frenemy after the negative event, they felt like they had more power or control in the
relationship. Additionally, a negative association was found between self uncertainty and an
individual’s perceived intimacy with their frenemy (r = -.40, p = .01) after the negative relational
event. Essentially, when participants were more uncertain about their own involvement in the
relationship after the event, they perceived less intimacy with their frenemy. No other
statistically significant correlations were found. Table 5 reports the correlations between the
types of uncertainty with power, intimacy, and expected information valence.
Table 5
Correlations of Types of Uncertainty with Relational Variables
Types of Uncertainty
Relational Variables

Relationship

Partner

Self

Power

r = .36*
p = .01
r = .17
p = .25
r = .10
p = .50

r = .01
p = .95
r = .08
p = .60
r = .13
p = .38

r = .13
p = .38
r = -.40*
p = .01
r = -.02
p = .89

Intimacy
Expected Information Valence
* = Significant (p < .05)

Research Question 6
Lastly, research question six asked to what extent the relational variables of power,
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intimacy, and expected information valence were associated with the reported types of
uncertainty reducing strategies. A correlational analysis was again used and three statistically
significant associations were found.
There was a positive relationship between interactive uncertainty reducing strategies and
intimacy (r = .51, p < .001), as well as between interactive strategies and expected positive
information valence (r = .63, p < .001). Essentially, individuals who reported directly
approaching and talking to their frenemy to lower their uncertainty after the negative event
perceived higher intimacy with their frenemy and expected to receive positive information about
the event or their frenemy’s behavior. Another positive association was found between active
uncertainty reducing strategies and an individual’s perceived power (r = .35, p = .02). This
finding suggests that individuals who talked to mutual friends to make sense of the negative
relational event perceived that they had more power or control in the relationship after the event
occurred.
One association approached, but did not reach, conventional levels of statistical
significance. Specifically, a negative correlation may exist between active uncertainty reducing
strategies and intimacy (r = -.27, p = .07). In other words, individuals who talk to others to lower
their uncertainty about the negative relational event may perceive less intimacy with their
frenemy. Aside from these correlations, no other statistically significant associations were found.
All of these findings are reported in Table 6.
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Table 6
Correlations of Uncertainty Reducing Strategies with Relational Variables

Relational Variables
Power
Intimacy
Expected Information Valence
* = Significant (p < .05)
† = p > .05 but < .10

Passive
r = .05
p = .74
r = -.23
p = .11
r = .00
p = .98

Uncertainty Reducing Strategies
Active
Extractive
Interactive
r = .35*
r = .10
r = .02
p = .02
p = .51
p = .88
r = -.27†
r = -.03
r = .51*
p = .07
p = .86
p < .001
r = .01
r = -.17
r = .63*
p = .94
p = .25
p < .001

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
The focus of this study was to gain a better understanding of frenemy relationships in the
context of intercollegiate individual events forensics competition. Knobloch and Solomon (1999)
provided the relational uncertainty framework necessary for this investigation and many
significant findings were discovered that extend the initial claims of their research. These
findings will be discussed later in this chapter. However, it must first be noted that this study is
the leading academic examination of interpersonal frenemies, and therefore provides definitional
implications for future scholarship examining these unique relationships.
Although Bridge and Baxter (1992) previously outlined the concept of “blended
friendships,” the findings from this study suggest that frenemy relationships contain an
additional characteristic that sets them apart from being defined as blended friendships.
Specifically, whereas the personal and role components of blended friendships (Bridge & Baxter,
1992) most likely match up with the participant responses from this study that gave interpersonal
or structural reasons for having a frenemy, no characteristic of blended friendships accounts for
the inherent aspect of competition this study found to exist between frenemies. This study chose
to utilize a definition provided by Urban Dictionary, which emphasized that a “frenemy” is an
individual who is both a friend and an enemy. The definition also noted that frenemy
relationships are competitive and risky, as individuals may often mistrust and second-guess the
other person and their intentions. Based on the fact that three types of interpersonal frenemies
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were found in this study, a new operational definition for future research should emerge. The
following definition is offered: A “frenemy” is any individual involved in an interpersonal
relationship that is characterized by conflicting personal and competitive components. The
reason for not including role components as part of this definition is because these factors are
likely to be determined based on the specific context being examined. Having an operational
definition for “frenemies” that only references the interpersonal and competitive aspects of these
relationships will likely increase the generalizability of the term to a variety of contexts.
This study also developed six research questions that investigated the foundations for and
the uncertainty provoking events experienced by individuals who compete against each other on
the intercollegiate forensics circuit. The findings for these questions are discussed in the
following section of this chapter.
Frenemies and Team Culture
Research question one asked to what extent the reported frequency of frenemy
relationships depended on the perceived aspects of team culture. In regard to this question,
Haslam (2004) argued that after individuals begin adapting their own identities to that of their
small groups, this can lead some groups to believe their communication is more improved over
those who are not members of the group. Additionally, Tajfel et al. (1971) claimed groups have
embedded competitive goals when interacting with other similar groups. Based on this previous
literature, one would have assumed that more frenemy relationships would have been reported
for individuals identifying more competitive team cultures. In this study, the frequency of having
frenemies was not associated with any of the team culture variables.
The findings do demonstrate, however, that the relationship between the reported
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frequency of frenemies and the competitiveness of a team’s culture approaches conventional
levels for statistical significance. With a larger sample, this magnitude of correlation would have
likely been statistically significant. If so, then students who come from more competitive teams
are more likely to become frenemies with others in the community, individuals forming
friendships with students coming from these types of programs should be cautious of the risky
relationships they may be getting themselves into. However, future research is necessary to
further examine this claim.
Although not the goal of research question one, the analyses allowed for the exploration
of variables that implicate the team cultures of forensics teams. Specifically, the findings suggest
that an individual’s perception of their team’s friendliness/family-ness and their identification
with their team are positively correlated with educational team climates. Put another way, the
more an individual reported that their team’s climate was educational, rather than competitive,
the more they thought of their team as friends/family and the more they identified with and felt
like a part of their team. This finding seems to run parallel to the previously discussed finding
that teams that are more competitive may generate more frenemy relationships amongst
competitors in the community. Unfortunately, however, both of these findings may add to the
polarizing attitudes in the forensics community about whether programs should focus more on
the educational benefits of the activity over competition, or vise versa (see Burnett et al., 2003).
A note to forensics coaches and mentors would be to continue trying to merge the two
perspectives so that members within the community do not isolate themselves solely based on
the programs from which they come. If the forensics community is determined to create a
network of meaningful relationships among its many constituents, we cannot let discourses occur
that place either perspective—educational or competitive—as better than the other.
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Overall, the findings for research question one suggest that although the majority of
individuals do report having had at least one frenemy relationship on the circuit, the reason for
why they feel the other person is a frenemy may not be because of any of the variables that
reflect team culture. Essentially, there may be other factors that tie into forensics participants
viewing other competitors as frenemies. Future empirical research in the context of forensics
should be cautious when taking into account the multitude of variables that may play a part in
influencing how individuals communicate and manage their relationships with others in the
community.
Types of Frenemies
In addition to assessing which team culture variables are associated with having
frenemies, this study also looked at specific reasons individuals gave for why they believed to
have a frenemy on the circuit. Research question two asked what types of frenemies, if any, are
reported between individuals competing in intercollegiate forensics. Inductive coding of
participant responses revealed three general types of frenemy relationships individuals feel they
have experienced on the circuit: interpersonal frenemies, structural frenemies, and competition
frenemies. Interpersonal frenemies were defined by responses that noted some aspect of either
person’s personality that tied into specific thoughts or feelings held about the other individual. In
fact, the majority of responses identified interpersonal reasons for why individuals believed they
had a frenemy. Structural frenemies were the next most noted type of responses. These responses
emphasized aspects of the tournament structure (i.e., competing with similar literature or in same
events as frenemy) or changes in relational boundaries between the individual and their frenemy
due to team changes or more intimate relationship shifts (i.e., terminating a romantic
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relationship) as reasons for the frenemy. Finally, competition frenemies were determined by
responses that highlighted aspects of direct, competitive success over either person in the
relationship. As previously mentioned, this category is what ultimately set frenemy relationships
as being a separate phenomenon different from blended friendships (Bridge & Baxter, 1992). An
‘other’ category of responses was created for reasons that reported no frenemy relationship or
talked about a debate or duo partner. These four types of frenemies were not associated with the
variables that measured aspects of team culture.
However, the types of frenemies found by this study do highlight specific types of risks
friends who compete against each other in forensics may face. For example, individuals who
perceive they have a frenemy because of interpersonal reasons (i.e., because of some aspect of
either their own or the other person’s personality) may experience more difficulty balancing
when to be a friend and when to be a competitor than other individuals who perceive a frenemy
relationship based on structural or competition reasons might. Additionally, in regard to
structural frenemies (i.e., because of some mutually shared aspect of the tournament/competition
structure), these individuals may perceive the reasons for their frenemy relationship may be out
of their control due to the seemingly random tournament scheduling. For competition frenemies
(i.e., because of an individual’s direct competitive success over the other), these individuals may
have more of an inherent drive for competitive contexts in general over interpersonal or
structural frenemies. Simply for the fact that these individuals noted competitive reasons for why
the other person is their frenemy, they may fundamentally experience and perceive competition
differently than others do in the community. Future research should look more directly at how
specific personality traits of an individual influence or create the perception of having a frenemy
relationship with somebody else.
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Relational Uncertainty Between Frenemies
As previously stated, Knobloch and Solomon’s (1999) relational uncertainty framework
provided a great deal of foundational material necessary for conducting this study. Research
questions three, four, five, and six asked to what extent such factors as the severity of the
negative event, uncertainty reducing strategies, and the relational variables of power, intimacy,
and expected information valence were related to the aspects of relational uncertainty. Findings
from correlational analyses suggested various associations between these variables and each
aspect of relational uncertainty.
Specifically, the findings for research questions three through five suggest that
individuals who felt unsure about their own involvement in the relationship (i.e., self uncertainty)
after the negative event not only reported higher degrees of perceived event severity, but also
reported observing the target’s behavior and talking to third-party others to reduce their
uncertainty. Further, individuals who reported being unsure about the future of their relationship
with their frenemy believed they had more power or control in the relationship after the negative
event occurred. Additionally, although not statistically significant, partner uncertainty was
positively correlated with interactive uncertainty reduction strategies. As with the finding for
research question one between the frequency of frenemies and team competitiveness, the
correlation between partner uncertainty and interactive strategies would have likely been
statistically significant if the sample size had been larger. If that were the case, this finding
would suggest that individuals who were unsure about their frenemy’s involvement in the
relationship after the negative event would actually talk to their frenemy directly to reduce their
uncertainty. One would assume that these direct methods of approaching the frenemy to reduce
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uncertainty would hopefully lead to increased relational management between individuals on the
forensics circuit.
Furthermore, research question six asked to what extent power, intimacy, and expected
information valence were related to passive, active, extractive, and interactive informationseeking strategies. Individuals who reported using interactive strategies also perceived higher
levels of intimacy with their frenemy and expected to receive positive information. Both of these
findings are consistent with Knobloch and Solomon’s (2002) research. Active informationseeking strategies were found to be positively correlated with perceived power after the negative
event occurred. One association was also found between active strategies and intimacy, but was
not statistically significant. Specifically, individuals who reported talking to others about the
negative event after it happened may perceive less intimacy with their frenemy.
Taken together, these findings imply that individuals do in fact experience different
degrees of relational uncertainty with their frenemies in forensics. Although only these limited
correlations were found, these results do add substantial knowledge to how friends communicate
in competitive contexts. Further research is clearly necessary to fully understand how individuals
manage the communicative complexities of being a friend and being a competitor.
Limitations and Implications
Managing friendships in the competitive context of intercollegiate forensics no doubt
causes individuals at least some level of hesitation or uncertainty. Overall, this study found
several connections between forensics frenemies and the aspects of relational uncertainty.
Ideally, these findings should push other scholars to examine the difficulties friends perceive
when communicating in specific contexts. If the forensics community is driven to upholding its
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reputation of providing individuals with a dynamic network of meaningful relationships,
examining how communication structures and influences the creation of these relationships
becomes crucial to identifying certain types of uncertainty-raising situations in which forensics
competitors may often find themselves. This study takes the initial step towards developing that
body of literature.
This study also adds knowledge to Knobloch and Solomon’s (1999; 2002) relational
uncertainty framework. Whereas their studies did provide an exceptional foreground on which to
base this analysis, Knobloch and Solomon only included Berger’s (1979) active, passive, and
interactive uncertainty reducing strategies in their investigations. In the current study, however,
extractive information seeking strategies defined by Ramirez et al. (2002) were added to
Knobloch and Solomon’s framework, thereby expanding the original boundaries proposed in
early relational uncertainty scholarship. As previously noted, future relational uncertainty
research should further explore the management of communicative behaviors in specific contexts
to not only validate the findings from previous studies, but to continue exploring new routes to
take for communication theorists.
Although various significant findings were found, this study is not without limitations.
Most notably, the main limitation for this study is in regards to the relatively small sample size.
Despite sending recruiting materials over the forensics IE-L and on Facebook, participation in
the survey was slightly lacking. This could be due to the length of the survey or the amount of
time it took individuals to complete it. However, because the majority of the measures used were
reliable, participant survey fatigue is not likely. Another limitation to this study may lie in the
fundamental structural complexity of forensics competition. It should be apparent from the
findings that the dynamic setting of intercollegiate forensics influences how individuals perceive
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their relationships with others in the community. Although Knobloch and Solomon’s (1999)
relational uncertainty framework worked well for this study, there may be other factors in the
forensics community that fall outside of the parameters of their preliminary model that were
simply not examined in the current analysis. Future research on the relationships that are
established and embedded in forensics competition should take caution when questioning if
certain contextual variables influence those relationships more than others.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
Understanding how friends communicate interpersonally within the specific context of
intercollegiate forensics was the primary goal of this study. Frenemies likely experience different
types of uncertainty based on a multitude of factors that constitute the competitive context of
forensics. Based on the findings from this examination, individuals report feeling uncertain about
both their own and their friend’s involvement in the relationship after experiencing negative
relational events. Individuals also report feeling some degree of uncertainty about the nature of
the relationship they have with their frenemy after the negative event occurred. These
uncertainties also influence a number of information-seeking behaviors to be enacted by
individuals to reduce their hesitations about the friendship. Additionally, relational variables
such as power, intimacy, and expected information valence play key roles for individuals in
forensics when determining which communicative routes to take after experiencing negative
relational events. Overall, the findings from this study are exciting, and certainly warrant future
studies to be conducted on the relationships that are formed in forensics.
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APPENDIX
RELATIONAL UNCERTAINTY BETWEEN FRENEMIES SURVEY
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The following is for a research project titled “Relational Uncertainty Between Frenemies in
Forensics” being conducted by Benjamin Davis, a graduate student at Northern Illinois
University. The purpose of the study is to gain a better understanding of the communication that
occurs between friends who compete against each other in individual events forensics
competition.
I understand that if I agree to participate in this study, I will be asked to do the following:
1. Report on a situation in which I became less uncertain about my friendship with another
forensics competitor.
2. Identify my perceptions of both my own involvement and my friend’s involvement in the
friendship after the event occurred, in addition to how I perceive the future of the friendship in
general.
3. Rate a list of behaviors according to how I felt I reacted after the event occurred.
4. Answer a set of measures about my team’s competitive culture and the extent to which I
identify with that culture.
5. Complete a number of demographic questions.
I understand that the intended benefits of this study include gaining a better understanding into
how friends manage their relationships with other competitors in intercollegiate forensics, in
addition to providing knowledge to the field of interpersonal communication and to the body of
forensics literature in general. I have been informed that potential risks and/or discomforts I
could experience during this study include a potential breach of confidentiality. I understand that
all information gathered during this experiment will be kept confidential in a password-protected
computer, and no personally identifying characteristics will be obtained during the survey. I am
aware that I should use pseudonyms when referring to myself or any other forensics competitor
in my responses. I understand that my consent to participate in this project does not constitute a
waiver of any legal rights or redress I might have as a result of my participation, and I
acknowledge that I have received a copy of this consent form.
The survey should take approximately 30 minutes to complete. I understand that I will have the
opportunity at the end of the survey to be directed to a second survey where I will be able to
enter my email address for a chance to win one of three gift cards. I understand that in no way
will my email address be used for purposes outside of this research. I also understand that my
email address will not be connected to any responses I provide in this survey and all resulting
data will be kept completely anonymous. I have read the above statements and I agree to
participate in this study.
m Yes
m No
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What is your sex?
m Male
m Female
m Other

What is your age?

What is your race?

What individual events (IE) do you typically compete in? (Check all that apply)
q Prose
q Poetry
q Duo Interpretation
q Dramatic Interpretation (DI)
q Program Oral Interpretation (POI)
q Extemporaneous Speaking
q Impromptu Speaking
q Informative
q After-Dinner Speaking (ADS/STE)
q Communication Analysis (CA)
q Persuasion
Do you currently attend a community college or a 4-year university/institution?
m Community college (I primarily compete on the 2-year circuit)
m 4-year institution (I primarily compete on the 4-year circuit)
In a few sentences, how would you characterize the size and structure of your school's forensics
program? Please do not use the name of your school in your response.
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Please use the scales below to rate how you perceive the culture of your forensics team.
Strongly Disagree Somewhat
disagree
disagree

My forensics
team is focused
on the
competitiveness
of the team.
My team is
competitive.
My team focuses
on how to be
competitive.
My forensics
team is focused
on the
educational
nature of
forensics.
My team is
educational.
My team focuses
on educational
aspects of
forensics.
My team is
friendly.
I think of my
teammates as
friends.
My teammates
are like family.
I think of my
teammates as
family.
It's important to
me to feel like a
part of the team.

Neither Somewhat Agree Strongly
agree
agree
agree
nor
disagree

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m
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I identify with
my team.
The team is an
important part of
who I am.
I think of myself
as part of my
team.
I've had a lot of
forensics
frenemies.
I've had a lot of
forensics frenemy
relationships.

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

The following questions will ask you about your frenemy relationship. Urban Dictionary defines
a "frenemy" as "someone who is both friend and enemy; a relationship that is both mutually
beneficial or dependent while being competitive, fraught with risk and mistrust." Please do not
use the real name of any persons in your responses. In other words, use pseudonyms when
referring to yourself or others.
What is the sex of your frenemy?
m Male
m Female
m Other ____________________
How long have you been frenemies with this person?

Is your frenemy on the same team as you or on a different team?
m Same team
m Different team
If your frenemy is on the same team as you, are they your duo partner?
m Yes, my frenemy is my duo partner.
m No, my frenemy is not my duo partner.
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Please provide an example of why they are a frenemy. Please do not use the real names of any
persons in your response.

How often do you typically communicate with your frenemy? Please do not use the real names
of any persons in your response.

Please use the following scales to rate how you perceive your relationship with your frenemy.

Strongly
Somewhat
Disagree
disagree
disagree
I am close to
the person who
I identified as
my frenemy.
I feel close to
the person who
I identified as
my frenemy.
I'm satisfied
with my
relationship
with my
frenemy.
The
relationship
that I have
with my
frenemy is
satisfying.
The person
who is my
frenemy is
important to

Neither
agree
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
nor
agree
agree
disagree

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m
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my social
network.
It would be
hard to interact
with my social
network if my
frenemy and I
were not
getting along.
I think my
frenemy is
important to
my circle of
friends.
My circle of
friends
includes my
frenemy.
My
relationship
with my
frenemy is
more
important to
me than to that
person.
The
relationship
that I have
with my
frenemy is
more
important to
me than to my
frenemy.
My
relationship
with my
frenemy is less
important to
me than to that
person.

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m
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The
relationship
that I have
with my
frenemy is less
important to
me than to my
frenemy.

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

The following questions will ask you to report about a negative relational event you have
experienced with your frenemy.
Please identify and describe the one event that caused uncertainty with your frenemy. Please do
not use the real names of any persons in your response. In other words, use pseudonyms when
referring to yourself or others.
When did this event occur?

Describe what your role was in the event. Please do not use the real names of any persons in your
response.

Describe what you believe your frenemy's role was in the event. Please do not use the real names
of any persons in your response.

Describe what you did to repair the relationship as a result of the event. Please do not use the real
names of any persons in your response.

Describe what you believe your frenemy did to repair the relationship as a result of the event.
Please do not use the real names of any persons in your response.
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Do you believe the relationship is repaired? Why or why not?

Do you believe your frenemy would feel the relationship is repaired? Why or why not?
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Please use the following scale to rate how you perceived the event after it occurred.

The event that
occurred with
my frenemy
made me less
certain about
the relationship.
I felt less
certain about
the frenemy
relationship
after the event
occurred.
The event that
happened with
my frenemy
was serious.
The event that
occurred with
my frenemy
was serious.
With this
frenemy, when I
feel uncertain
about the
relationship, I
try to do things
to reduce that
feeling.
With this
frenemy, when
things seem
uncertain
between us, I
try to make an
effort to reduce
that feeling.

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree
nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m
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Please rate how uncertain you felt about the relationship after the event you described
occurred.
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree
nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

After the
negative event,
I was sure of
my relationship
with my
frenemy.

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

I was certain
about the
nature of my
relationship
with my
frenemy after
the negative
event.

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

After the
negative event,
I was certain
about the
relationship I
had with my
frenemy.
I was sure
about the
relationship I
have with my
frenemy after
the negative
event.
After the
negative event,
my frenemy
was certain
about the
nature of our
relationship.
My frenemy
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was sure about
our
relationship
after the
negative event.
After the
negative event,
I did not want
to be in a
relationship
with my
frenemy.

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

After the
negative event,
I was sure
about the
future of my
relationship
with my
frenemy.

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

The negative
event made me

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

The negative
event made me
want to end my
relationship
with my
frenemy.
After the
negative event,
I was uncertain
about the
future of my
relationship
with my
frenemy.
I was
committed to
the relationship
with my
frenemy after
the negative
event.
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uncertain about
my
commitment to
my frenemy.
After the
negative event,
I was
committed to
my relationship
with my
frenemy.
After the
negative event,
I was certain
that my
relationship
with my
frenemy was
an important
relationship.
My frenemy
was certain
about the
nature of our
relationship
after the
negative event.
After the
negative event,
my frenemy
was sure of our
relationship.

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m
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Please use the following scale to indicate how you behaved after the event occurred.

After the
negative
event with
my frenemy,
I observed
what the
other person
did in the
presence of
others.
The negative
event with
my frenemy
lead me to
observe the
frenemy's
behavior.
After the
negative
event with
my frenemy,
I talked with
mutual
friends to
make sense
of the event.
The negative
event with
my frenemy
lead me to
talk to
mutual
friends about
the event.
After the
negative
event with

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree
nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m
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my frenemy,
I used
information I
obtained
online to
make sense
of the event.
The negative
event with
my frenemy
lead me to
use
information I
obtained
online to
make sense
of the event.
After the
negative
event with
my frenemy,
I talked with
my frenemy
to make
sense of the
event.
The negative
event with
my frenemy
lead me to
talk to my
frenemy
about the
event.
Generally, I
can handle
uncertainty
without
seeking
additional
information.
It does not
bother me to
feel

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m
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uncertain.
I am okay
with feeling
uncertain.
I am
generally
okay with
uncertainty
without
seeking
additional
information.

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m
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Please use the following scale to rate why you behaved the way you did after the event
occurred.
Strongly
disagree
After the
negative
event, I felt I
had a lot of
power in the
relationship
with my
frenemy.
After the
negative
event, I felt
like I had
control of the
relationship
with my
frenemy.
After the
negative
event, I had
power in the
relationship
with my
frenemy.
After the
negative
event, I had a
lot of control
in the
relationship
with my
frenemy.
After the
negative
event, I felt
emotionally
close to my
frenemy.

Disagree Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m
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I'm in an
emotionally
close
relationship
with my
frenemy.
I'm
emotionally
close to the
person who is
my frenemy.
After the
negative
event, I
expected to
learn positive
information
about how my
frenemy
behaved.
I assumed,
after the
negative
event, that I
would learn
positive
information
about my
frenemy's
behavior.
After the
negative
event, I
expected to
learn negative
information
about how my
frenemy
behaved.
I assumed,
after the
negative
event, that I
would learn

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m
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negative
information
about my
frenemy's
behavior.

Are you a current competitor on a forensics team?
m Yes
m No
You have completed the survey. Thank you very much for participating in this research!
The link below will direct you to a new, separate survey where you can provide your email
address to be entered to win one of three gift cards in thanks for your participation. Once the
study has concluded, three email addresses will be randomly selected and I will contact those
persons to send them a gift card. Any email address you provide in the second survey will not be
connected to the responses you gave in this survey.
Thank you again for your participation!

